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Abstract 
This paper presents the proposed ontology for the project “Computational Approaches for Addressing Problematic 
Terminology” (CAAPT). This schema seeks to represent contents and structure of language guideline documents produced 
by cultural heritage institutions seeking to engage with critical cataloguing or reparative description work, known as 
terminology guidance documents. It takes the Victoria and Albert Museum Terminology Guidance Document as a source 
for the initial modelling work. Ultimately, CAAPT seeks to expand the knowledge graph beyond the context of the Victoria 
and Albert Museum to incorporate additional terminology guidance documents and linked open data vocabularies. The 
ontology seeks to bring together scholarly communities in areas relevant to this project, most notably those in cultural 
heritage and linguistics linked open data, by leveraging existing linked data resources in these areas: as such, OntoLex, 
CIDOC CRM, and SKOS are used as a foundation for this work, along with a proposed schema from a related project, 
CULCO. As the CAAPT project is in early stages, this paper presents the preliminary results of work undertaken thus far in 
order to seek feedback from the linguistics linked open data community. 
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1. Introduction 

Cultural heritage institutions are increasingly aware of 
the presence of bias and problematic and offensive 
language in texts of their catalogue records, as 
evidenced by the growing interest in critical 
cataloguing (Watson, 2023). There has been effort in 
the field to define what is meant by “problematic 
terminology” and therefore what institutions could, or 
should, examine in catalogue reviews (Chew, 2022; 
Cress, 2021; Dalal-Clayton & Rutherford, n.d.; 
Lawther, 2021; Muñoz, 2021; Museums Association, 
2021; Ortolja-Baird & Nyhan, 2022; Rutherford, 
2021a, 2021b, 2022). For example, the above authors 
identify “problematic terminology” as encompassing 
explicit slurs, euphemisms, and derogatory, 
objectifying, and dehumanizing language, as well as 
colonial and incorrect names of peoples, places, and 
types of objects.1 However, there is little sector-wide 
guidance on what all this heading could include and 
the need to share information between institutions in 
pursuit of the development of best practices is well 
known (Chew, 2023; Dalal-Clayton & Rutherford, n.d.; 
Museums Association, 2020, 2021). At the level of 
individual institutions, museums are developing—and 
implementing—terminology guidance documents: 
these are glossary-like documents that list terms that 
the institution is interested in looking for in their 
cataloguing, often accompanied by a description of 
the term and a history of use that may give context to 
why the term was used when authoring catalogue 
records, paired with suggestions for actions to take 
when the term is found in the record. These 
suggestions are highly dependent on context, and 
include options such as to replace the term, to format 
it in a particular way that indicates its historical nature, 
or to add specific or general explanatory text, to give 

 
1 For practical purposes within context of this paper, 
the author considers “problematic terminology” to be 
the terms listed in terminology guidance documents. 
For conceptual framing, the author will propose that 

three examples. These documents themselves are 
objects of potential scholarly interest: in addition to 
being a way for museums to communicate internally 
about emerging best practices, they show what terms 
museums are interested in addressing in their 
catalogue records and how they are thinking about 
defining such language. As such, terminology 
guidance documents may hold interest for linguistics 
as well as cultural heritage scholarly communities.  
The project “Computational Approaches for 
Addressing Problematic Terminology” (CAAPT) 
seeks to make the contents of these terminology 
guidance documents available to institutions looking 
to engage in critical cataloguing as well as to relevant 
scholarly communities through the use of linked open 
data (LOD). The first step in this is to define the 
structure required to represent this information. This 
paper introduces the proposed ontology for CAAPT, 
based off of the Victoria and Albert Museum 
Terminology Guidance Document.  

2. The Victoria and Albert Museum 
Terminology Guidance Document 

The Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) contains close 
to 1.7 million works of art and design objects acquired 
over more than 170 years of collecting activity, and 
which is still ongoing (Victoria and Albert Museum, 
2023). The museum’s catalogue records represent 
objects from vast reaches of time and place, and as 
such contain a wide variety of problematics. The V&A 
holds regular cross-department meetings to discuss 
terminology questions and concerns raised by staff. 
This working group, in collaboration with the 
Interpretation Department and additional staff-led 
internal advisory groups, has produced and maintains 

“problematic terminology” be understood as language 
which enables a catalogue record to perform or play 
into Haraway's (1988) concept of “the god trick”; 
discussion of this falls outside of the present scope.  
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the V&A Terminology Guidance Document, a living 
document intended to support staff in making 
decisions about how to proceed when they encounter 
problematic terminology in document records. This 
document contains lists of terms to look for, a text 
description of different ways that the term has been 
used historically, and a set of suggestions for what to 
do when the term is encountered in a record, taking 
into account specifics of the occurrence such as the 
catalogue record field, the original intended use of the 
term in the record, and more. The terms in this 
document are not framed as being inherently 
problematic, but instead as potentially problematic 
terms to be searched for and the use of to be carefully 
considered.  

3. OntoLex, CIDOC CRM, SKOS, CULCO 
As the focus of this project is on defining an ontology 
for the representation of terminology guidance 
materials in museum collections, the most relevant 
bodies of existing work to look to are in the domains 
of ontology development for linguistics, cultural 
heritage objects, and problematic terminology. 
Following a review of these fields, the ontologies of 
the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CIDOC 
CRM), Ontology Lexicon (OntoLex), Simple 
Knowledge Organization System (SKOS), and 

Cultural Contexts Concept Scheme for Contentious 
Terminology (CULCO) were identified as the most 
pertinent for this project (Bekiari et al., 2022; Cimiano 
et al., 2016; Miles & Bechhofer, 2009; Nesterov et al., 
2022). CIDOC CRM, OntoLex, and SKOS are all 
recognized as stable and widely-used ontologies for 
their domains—cultural heritage data, lexica and 
dictionaries, and thesauri and terminology lists, 
respectively—while CULCO is an ontology developed 
to describe a different museum terminology glossary  
(Bekiari et al., 2022; Khan & et al., 2021, Nesterov et 
al., 2023). OntoLex and CULCO can be connected 
through encoded relationships to the same core 
SKOS classes (Concept and ConceptScheme), and 
CIDOC CRM can also be connected through 
recommended relationships to these same classes:  

Domain rdfs:subClassOf 
culco:ContentiousIssueScheme skos:ConceptScheme 
ontolex:ConceptSet skos:ConceptScheme 
ontolex:LexicalConcept skos:Concept 
skos:Concept crm:E55_Type 
skos:ConceptScheme crm:E32_Authority 

_Document 
Table 1: Shared references to SKOS (Cimiano et al., 

2016; Doerr et al., 2020; Nesterov et al., 2022)

4. Proposed Ontology 
4.1 CAAPT Proposed Schema 

The LOD schema proposed for this project, illustrated 
above in Figure 1, seeks to build off of the 
connections already developed between OntoLex, 
CIDOC CRM, CULCO, and SKOS, as well as to 
address the gap identified in representing the 

information of museum terminology guidance 
documents. The design decisions guideline the 
drafting of this schema prioritise forging connections 
between existing ontologies, and the communities 
they represent, along with reusing existing LOD 

Figure 1: Proposed schema for CAAPT (new classes, properties, and sub-class/property relationships in blue) 
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resources. Therefore, a small number of classes are 
proposed, with the focus instead on properties that 
bring together classes from these four ontologies. 
Furthermore, all classes and almost all properties—
labelled here as “Computational Approaches for 
Addressing Problematic Terminology” (caapt)—are 
declared as subclasses and subproperties of 
elements from one or more of these four ontologies. 

4.2 CAAPT Proposed Classes 
The six classes proposed for CAAPT are:  

1. TermRoot: root form of a term or phrase. 
rdfs:subClassOf: skos:Concept,  
crm:E55_Type, ontolex:LexicalEntry,  
culco:ContentiousIssue 

2. Guide: written guidance on language use. 
rdfs:subClassOf: skos:ConceptScheme, 
crm:E32_Authority_Document, 
ontolex:ConceptSet 

3. TerminologyGuide: written guidance for 
addressing problematic terminology created 
with the intention of assisting the work of or 
education around reparative description. 
rdfs:subClassOf: caapt:Guide,  
culco:ContentiousIssueScheme 

4. StyleGuide: written guidance for language 
style and use. 
rdfs:subClassOf: caapt:Guide 

5. UseContext: context bounding the meaning 
intended by the use of a term. 
rdfs:subClassOf: ontolex:LexicalSense 

6. Suggestion: action to be considered or taken 
when a term is encountered. 
rdfs:subClassOf: culco:Suggestion,  
crm:E29_Design_or_Procedure 

These classes represent core concepts for this model: 
the term being considered (TermRoot), the ways it 
has been used (UseContext), the suggestions written 
in the guidelines (Suggestion), and the guidelines 
documents themselves (Guide, TerminologyGuide, 
and StyleGuide). The decision to propose these 
classes as subclasses of multiple ontologies works to 
build a bridge between these communities. This is 
reminiscent of the approach taken by Khan & Salgado 
(2021) in their work to forge connections between 
OntoLex, FRBRoo, and CIDOC CRM through the 
creation of two new classes that inherit from each of 
these ontologies. 

The requirement for new properties for three of these 
classes also justifies the need to create these classes, 
as opposed to proposing the use of multiple 
instantiation in the representation of instances of 
these classes. For example, in the case of the 
proposed class UseContext, which inherits only from 
OntoLex (LexicalSense), the need to connect to 
different classes in specific ways—discussed below 
as subproperties for ontolex:usage—drove the need 
to declare a new class.  

Inheriting from multiple classes can also introduce 
new nuances of meaning, such as in the case of the 
proposed class Suggestion: while CULCO’s 
Suggestion class is defined as “a suggestion gives 
recommendations on how to use a contentious term” 
(Nesterov et al., 2022), inheritance from CIDOC 
CRM’s class E29_Design_or_Procedure introduces 
the specification that suggestions as they are 
understood in this context are, in fact, “documented 
plans for the execution of actions in order to achieve 
a result of a specific quality, form or contents” (Bekiari 
et al., 2022). Therefore, the Suggestion class here is 
a type of documented plan for how to address specific 
problematic terminology in a museum’s catalogue 
records.  

Finally, the scope of these new classes is narrower in 
definition than the combination of meanings 
introduced by the classes from which they inherit. In 
the case of Guide and its subclasses 
TerminologyGuide and StyleGuide, the scope is 
defined more narrowly than for each of the classes 
from which Guide inherits, and terminology guides are 
differentiated from other forms of language guides, 
including writing style guides, in the source materials. 
This distinction is also reflected by TerminologyGuide 
inheriting from CULCO’s ContentiousIssueScheme 
as well as the Guide class, as it is only this specific 
kind of document that meets the additional criteria. 

4.3 CAAPT Proposed Properties 
The properties that are proposed, listed below in 
Table 2, are also connected to existing ontologies 
where possible: four are declared as subproperties of 
OntoLex’s usage predicate, and three as 
subproperties of CIDOC CRM’s 
P69_has_association_with predicate. 

Property  Draft scope note Domain  Range  rdfs:subPropertyOf 
caapt:used 
_where  

Geographic location in which the use 
context existed or was/is relevant 

caapt:UseContext  crm:E53_Place   
 
 
 
ontolex:usage  

caapt:used 
_when  

Time period in which the use context 
existed or was/is relevant 

caapt:UseContext  rdfs:literal  

caapt:used 
_why  

Intended purpose of use of the term 
in a use context 

caapt:UseContext  crm:E55_Type  

caapt:about 
_who  

Group of persons intended to be 
described by a term in a use context 

caapt:UseContext  crm:E74_Group  

caapt:preferred Suggestion that is preferred caapt:Suggestion caapt:Suggestion  
crm:P69_has 
_association_with  caapt:if_not 

_possible_use  
Suggestion to be considered if not 
possible to use preferred suggestion 

caapt:Suggestion caapt:Suggestion 
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Table 2: CAAPT proposed properties

The four properties proposed as subproperties of 
usage all refine the notion of the original predicate—
to “indicate[] usage conditions or pragmatic 
implications when using the lexical entry to refer to the 
given ontological meaning” (Cimiano et al., 2016)—to 
the specific kinds of use cases discussed in the 
source materials, where an analysis of the 
descriptions revealed four main considerations: 
where the use of the term took place, when the use of 
the term took place, who the term was intended to 
describe when it was being used, and the intended 
purpose or use of the term. These four properties 
therefore introduce these meanings to the 
relationships they represent, and narrow the scope of 
the range from rdfs:Resource to specific classes 
according to the needs of those relationships. 

The three properties proposed as subproperties of 
P69_has_association_with similarly refine the generic 
relationship between different instances of the 
E29_Design_or_Procedure class, of which 
Suggestion is proposed as a subclass, in order to 
specify three ways in which Suggestions are related 
to each other in the source documentation: two of 
these are hierarchical, representing a preference 
order in the listed suggestions, and the third indicates 
when two suggestions should be used at the same 
time or as two parts of a larger remediative 
cataloguing actions. For example, adding 
contextualising text and adding a content warning are 
often recommended together, as explaining the use 
of the problematic term does not negate the need for 
a warning, and adding a warning to a record does not 
negate the need to add text explaining what the term 
means in the context of the record or why it was 
retained.  

Three properties are not proposed as subproperties 
to existing LOD predicates: suggests_replacement, 
suggests_amendment, and encountered. The first 
two connect a Suggestion to a TermRoot and specify 
whether a term is suggested to be used to replace a 
term, or to be included alongside the existing term as 
an amendment of the text. The final property connects 
a Suggestion with the kind of field in which the term is 
located in the catalogue record. Initial values for 
instances of this class are “historical context” (e.g. a 
Title field) and “contemporary context” (e.g. the 
current display label text for the object’s online 
collection page) as this is the language used in the 

 
2 Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus: 
https://vocab.getty.edu/aat/; Homosaurus: 
https://homosaurus.org 

source materials when suggestions are made 
according to the location of the term in the record. This 
is an important element to consider as different 
suggestions are made depending on what kind of field 
the term appears in. 

5. Conclusions 
A knowledge graph structured according to the 
ontology defined here has been populated with the 
contents of the V&A Terminology Guidance 
Document, resulting in an initial graph describing 328 
Suggestions for 73 potentially problematic terms. The 
schema and contents have been reviewed by key 
stakeholders at the V&A. These validation meetings 
have been successful and the schema in both theory 
and practice has been well received. The primary 
suggestion to come out of the knowledge graph 
review meeting was to include additional 
use_along_with properties between a greater number 
of Suggestions: only relationships that had been 
made explicit in the source document had been 
included in the knowledge graph population, and this 
review meeting revealed that this kind of relationship 
was often implicit in the museum’s documentation.  

Next steps will be to consider two additional 
terminology guidance documents for inclusion: the 
Cultural Heritage Terminology Network Glossary  and 
the glossary section of the Words Matter publication 
(Chew, n.d.; Tropenmuseum, 2018). Integrating these 
sources will validate the schema as being 
generalizable beyond the sole context of the V&A, as 
well as produce a knowledge graph that will begin to 
allow for inter-institutional comparisons of terms and 
suggestions. Following this, reconciliation with LOD 
vocabularies—namely the Getty Art & Architecture 
Thesaurus and the Homosaurus vocabulary—will 
take place, as connecting to these two resources will 
demonstrate integration with a vocabulary that is 
commonly used in the cultural heritage domain (Getty 
Art & Architecture Thesaurus) and a community-
developed vocabulary that is already working in the 
space of critical cataloguing (Homosaurus).2    

The steps taken thus far have built a solid foundation 
for this work to proceed. Initial validation of the 
schema and knowledge graph have been successful, 
and further feedback alongside the integration and 
reconciliation work will inform future developments. 

caapt:use 
_along_with  

Suggestion to be used concurrently caapt:Suggestion caapt:Suggestion 

caapt:suggests 
_replacement 

Suggested replacement term used in 
the suggestion 

caapt:Suggestion caapt:TermRoot   
 
 
--- caapt:suggests 

_amendment 
Suggested amending term used in 
the suggestion 

caapt:Suggestion caapt:TermRoot  

caapt: 
encountered 

Suggestion encountered in type of 
catalogue field 

caapt:Suggestion skos:Collection  
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